Data referencing during program execution can be a significant source of energy consumption especially for data-intensive programs. In this paper, we propose an approach to minimize such energy consumption by allocating data to proper registers and memory. Through careful analysis of boundary conditions between consecutive blocks, our approach efficiently handles various control stmctures including branches, merges and loops, and achieves superior allocation results for the whole program. The computational cost of our approach for solving the global register allocation problem is rather low comparing with known approaches while the quality of our results is very encouraging.
Introduction
Accessing registers rather than memory generally takes less time and consumes less energy. Due to the limited number of registers in a processor, register allocation plays an important role for achieving high performance and low energy consumption in program execution, Most existing register allocation techniques have focused on reducing program execution time [Z, 41. Since energy consumption depends on data correlation, an optimal-time register allocation does not necessarily lead to the least amount of energy consumption. Approaches dealing with the optimal-energy register allocation problem have been proposed in [3,5]. But all these algorithms only consider variables within a piece of straight-line code called a basic block. Complex control Stmctures in a program is not considered by these approaches.
In this paper, we extend the work in [5, 81 by investigating the global register allocation for a program containing branches, merges and loops. We have developed algorithms for handling the boundary conditions between consecutive blocks. Our approach can produce superior allocation results efficiently. High compiling speed can improve software productivity and is important for dynamic compiling applications 171.
Preliminary
The total energy consumed by a program is the sum of energy consumed by register accesses and memory accesses. Different energy Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or clasiroom use is granted without fee provided that copier are not made 01 distrib~ ufed for mafit or commercial advantaee and that copies bear this notice and the full citation An the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to pasf 0x7 servers or to redistribute to lists, q u i r e s prior sppecific permission and/or r fee. ISLPED99, Sal Diego, CA, USA 01999 ACM l-SB113-133-Xi99iw08..$5.w models, such as the static and activity-based energy models [3, 51, affect the computation of the energy consumption of program execution. Under the static energy model, optimizing energy consumption is equivalent to minimizing the number of accesses to memory, which is also equivalent to optimizing execution time. For the activity-based energy model, the energy consumed by a program is dependent on the switched capacitance of the storage elements. The sum of Hamming distance between two subsequent data items which share the same storage location has been used to compute the total switched capacitance of storage elements. To simplify the problem formulation, we will employ the activity-based energy model for assessing the register file and static energy model for accessing memory. (Adopting the activity-based model for memory is a simple extension to the algorithm discussed later in this paper.) Let V , (resp., VM) be the set of variables assigned to registers (resp., memory), and (resp., GW) be the energy consumption of a redwrite access to register file (resp., memory).
Let B(vi,vj) he the average Hamming distance between vi and v j , C& be the average switched capacitance per bit by the register access, and V be the operational voltage. Then, the total energy consumption of a program can he calculated as E = N Y e + N t Z + C , , , ",,",,", E V , R ( v i , v j ) C~V 2 , whereNy a n d N t arethe total numbers of read and write accesses to memory, and vi + vj indicates that a register content switches from vi to vi.
Techniques for minimizing energy consumption for a single hasic block in a program based on the above model were proposed by Gebotys in 151. By cleverly modeling the lifetime ranges of the variables in a basic block, the author formulates the problem as a minimum-cost network flow problem. Hence, an optimal solution can be obtained in polynomial time. However, programs from real applications unavoidably contain branches and some other control structures. Without considering the relations between different blocks, simply applying the approach in [51 to each basic block may lead to many unnecessary memorylregister references at blocks boundaries [9] . Enumerating all possible execution paths in a given program and applying the algorithms in [51 to each path is not only cornputationally expensive but also involver resolving conflicting assignments. In the rest of the paper, we present an efficient heuristic which can find a nearly optimal solution for low energy register allocation for programs containing branches, merges and loops.
Our Approach
In the following, we outline our heuristic algorithm which uses an iterative approach to handle programs containing complex control smctures. Our approach processes blocks one by one in a predefined order (to he discussed later). The allocation within each block is modeled as a network flow problem similar to [51. However, our network flow graph and its associated parameters such as arc costs are defined such that they reflect the allocation results of other blocks. The main advantage of our approach is that it allows information from different blocks to propagate in order to get superior allocation results for the whole program. The single direction of the allocation result propagation avoids the excessive computational cost and hence makes the approach very efficient.
The order for the block-by-block allocation is the topological order of blocks in the control-flow-graph (CFG) of a program. This order guarantees that when a block is processed, all the parent blocks (immediate ancestor nodes in the CFG) have been processed. (Loop is treated specially). The cost on the arcs of the network flow graph for a block is then defined by the boundary condition between the block under consideration and the allocation results from its parent blocks. The CFG corresponding to a program with loops may contain hack edges. But those hack edges can be identified and eliminated to obtain the topological order.
The main challenge is how to define the cost on arcs in the network Row problem to capture the allocation information from parent blocks. The problem formulation for programs with the branch type control structure is given in [8] . In this paper, we focus on how we formulate the network Row problem for the merge and loop control S~N C~U I~S to get superior allocation results.
Before we discuss the merge and loop cases, let us first briefly review the construction of the network flow graph for a basic block [51. Each variable is represented by its lifetime interval which begins at the time point r,?(v) when the variable is defined and ends at the time point tf(v) when the variable is last used We define the critical set of variables as the set that the number of variables with overlapping lifetime in the set is equal to or greater than the total number of available registers, k. A complete bipartite graph is formed between the variables in consecutive critical sets and the variables that begin or end in the middle of two consecutive critical sets. A complete bipartite graph is also formed between the source node, S, and the first critical set. The sink node, T, and the last critical set is connected in the same way.
3.1
The fact that the allocation results from different parent blocks may be different makes the merge case more difficult to handle than the branch case. We first modify the network flow graph as follows. Between the source node and the nodes in or before the first critical set we introduce k more nodes, n r ( j ) , j = 1,2,. . . , k, each of which corresponds to a register. New arcs are introduced correspondingly. Figure 1 shows the new network flow graph for an example block B i n the merge structure. Assume there are two machine registers available in the example. The n,(v) and nf(v) in Figure 1 correspond to the begin time, Is(v), and end time, rf(v), of variable v. The cost on the newly introduced arcs which go out from the newly introduced register nodes are defined carefully to capture not only the execution probability of each parent blocks but also the allocation information of all the parent blocks, no matter how many of them, that merge into the block being considered. The above cost definition also makes our network flow problem formulation for the merge structure consistent with the formulation for the branch Structure [SI. For detailed cost definition on these newly introduced arcs going out from the register nodes, see [9] .
To minimize the energy consumption for a block with more than one parent blocks merging into it, all execution scenarios for this block should be considered. Thus, the objective for the flow problem should take into account the probabilities of executing different parent blocks. For block B, denote the probability of executing B as P ( B ) . Then, the objective can he formulated as 
Aisthesetofallarcs,a(p,q),andP(~,R,ZY=,Bp~) (resp.,P(v,M,Z;=, B~J ) )
is the total probability of v allocated to a register (resp., memory) in all the parent blocks. The first three terms in the above objective function (1) are the amount of energy consumed by block B if all the variables live in B are assigned to memory, while the last term represents the energy saved by allocating certain variables to registers. For the activitybased energy model (i.e., h = 01, the energy consumption due to register references is computed hy the switched capacitance between two consecutive accesses and is captured by the cost, c ( p , q ) , associated with corresponding arcs in the last term of (I). The values of x ( p , q ) are unknown and to be determined. If x ( p , q ) = 1 and arc a ( p , q ) corresponds to a variable v, then v will be assigned to a register. As we point out earlier, the values of c ( p , q) are dependent on the types of arcs associated with them. All different arcs are categorized and corresponding cost is defined in [9] . Applying a network flow algorithm [6] to our network flow probleminstance, thevalue ofeachx(p,q) can he obtained in O(kn2) time for the block B, where k is the number of available registers and n is the number of variables in B. If the resulted x value of an arc associated with a variable is one, the variable is assigned to the appropriate register based on the Row information. The above formulation can then be applied to each basic block in the program control Row graph in the topological order.
3.2
In this section, we extend our approach to handle programs with loops. The unique challenge here is that a loop block itself is also one of its parent blocks. One way to solve the allocation problem for loops is to modify the flow formulation presented above. However, the resulting problem becomes an integer quadratic programming problem, which is expensive to solve. We propose an efficient heuristic approach, which generally produces superior allocation results for loops.
The basis for our approach is the following observations. In general, a loop body is executed frequently. The assignments for Our algorithm employs an iterative multi-phase approach. With the first allocation attempt, $0, we compute the allocation for the loop block by simply using the results from all the other parent blocks except the loop itself. If there is no loop variable whose in-assignment is different from its post-assignment, the optimal allocation is found and the algorithm exits. Otherwise, we perform two more allocation phases: the second phase ($1) and the third phase ($2). In $1, we let the in-assignment of each loop variable to be the value obtained from $0 and solve the resultant allocation problem after modifying the cost on those arcs to the sink node accordingly. In $2, we fix the post-assignment of each loop variable to the value obtained in $0 and do the allocation after the cost on arcs from the source node is modified accordingly. The better one from $1 and $2 is kept as the best allocation result found so far. Further improvement could be obtained if more iterations were carried out by treating the current best allocation as the one obtained from $0 and following the same procedure as used in $1 and $2. We have proved that the optimal allocation for a loop block is obtained if our algorithm exits after the initialization phase $0 191. Funhermore, we have shown that if the second and third phase are needed, their results always improve that from $0 191.
Our approach is essentially a hill-climbing technique and could settle to a suboptimal solution. However, observe that our incremental improvement is based on the optimal allocation for the loop body itself and that there are usually only a small subset of the variables in a loop are loop variables. Therefore, our approach tends to have a good chance to obtain the optimal allocation. Our experimental results also support this observation.
Our algorithm can he readily extended to handle programs with non-single block loops. If a loop contains branches and merges, each phase in our algorithm needs to solve the allocation problem for each block in the loop following the process discussed previously. In $1 (resp., $2). the in-assignments (rcsp., post-assignments) of loop variables obtained from ~$0 are used IO compute the necessary cost or probability values. For nested loops, the inner-most loop is allocated first and the result is used by the outer loops. More details about our approach are available upon request 191.
Experimental Results and Discussion
To compare our approach with existing approaches, we implemented a graph-coloring allocator and our block-by-block allocator in the cannot handle programs with complex control structures. The allocation results by the two allocators are compared for several real programs. These programs contain complex control structures and Table 1 summarizes their relevant parameters. The numbers of memory references by the two allocators and the improvement of our approach are summarized in Table 2 . 
